
Previewing MARRIAGE and SINGLE LIFE Talks

Previews of the MARRIAGE and SINGLE LIFE talks can be followed by a preview of the speakers’
responses to questions youth may ask. Previewing the speakers’ responses gives team
leaders and members an opportunity to know and expand the speakers’ viewpoints on hot
issues (such as sex outside of the marriage covenant, homosexuality, and so on). This also
gives the speakers a chance to test their perspectives with the team. 

Chrysalis leaders need to be confident that the MARRIAGE and SINGLE LIFE speakers will
model perspectives and lifestyles that will strengthen young people’s faith and quicken their
desire to live in Christ whether they are single or married. The team needs to know that the
speakers’ perspectives will not come as surprises and disrupt the weekend. More is said
about the nature of these talks and qualities of the speakers in Chapters 5 (“Selecting Teams”)
and 9 (“Three-Day Overview”).

Preparing Youth and Adult Table Leaders

The table is the setting where Chrysalis participants experience most of the three days and
develop lasting relationships. The Table Leader’s job is to facilitate interaction among per-
sons seated at the table in response to each talk (discussion, summary, poster, and evening
presentation) and to support the building of koinonia—Christian community—among those
at the table.

Two Table Leaders—a youth and an adult—are assigned to each table. The Lay Director
presents the Table Leaders on the morning of Day One while explaining the table process and
seating participants. Although the participants rotate seats for each talk throughout the
event, the adult and youth Table Leaders do not rotate. Adult Table Leaders sit facing the
speaker, and youth Table Leaders act as secretaries for the first talk and sit across from the
adults (with their backs to the speaker).

Table Leaders come to the event to lead participants. They should stay at their tables
during talk discussion and poster times. If the Table Leader needs something or if a partici-
pant should leave the table unexpectedly, the Table Leader needs to let the Assistant Lay
Directors know.

Table Leaders, like all team members, assume no special privileges over the participants
and should remember that they also need God’s transforming grace and guidance. They take
no false pride in the fact that they have already attended a Chrysalis/Emmaus event (or served
on teams). Therefore, they do not talk about it unless asked. They serve in their Table Leader
role as a friend among friends. Their leadership style is low-key but not invisible. There
should be no question about who the Table Leaders are. A Table Leader who tries to remain
invisible is being deceptive and may frustrate the table members and the process, especially
when the table needs leadership or when participants need to speak to a team member.
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Youth Table Leaders

Youth Table Leaders are just as important as adult Table Leaders. The youth Table Leader’s
unique challenge is to lead by example, not by position. As peers with the young people at the
table, youth Table Leaders inspire meaningful participation by giving themselves fully to each
activity. They encourage openness in the participants by being natural and answering ques-
tions honestly. They foster community by exhibiting an accepting and empathetic attitude
and by not presuming to be special because they are team members.

Youth Table Leaders need to be especially sensitive to participants who are withdrawn or
appear shy. Their goal is to help each person at their table have a sense of belonging. They
help make the table group an accepting family by being a caring presence along with the adult
Table Leader.

On the morning of Day One, the Lay Director recognizes youth Table Leaders along with
the others as members of the Conference Room Team. Youth Table Leaders are considered
coleaders with the adult Table Leaders.

If a participant asks whether a youth Table Leader has previously attended Chrysalis, the
youth Table Leader needs to be honest but does not have to elaborate. For example, a good
response is, “Yes, I have been to Chrysalis. I got a lot out of it, and I am here just to help.” If
someone asks about what comes next after the three days, the youth Table Leader can light-
heartedly remind the participant, “Don’t anticipate.” Youth Table Leaders should not feign
ignorance or lead participants on with half-truths about their past involvement in Chrysalis.
These situations are good ones to role-play on the night before the participants arrive.

Other Resources for Table Leaders

The quality of participants’ experience with their table groups greatly affects their response
to the entire Chrysalis event. The Table Leaders—youth and adult—can make all the differ-
ence in a participant’s experience, for better or for worse. For this reason, Table Leaders need
orientation and training for their role. 

Chapter 3, page 31 in the Chrysalis Team Manual describes the role of a Table Leader; the
chapter also includes guidelines and suggestions and a section on table leadership called
Facilitating Discussion Dynamics (p. 36). It is a good idea for Table Leaders to study this
chapter and discuss it with other Table Leaders.

Table Leaders can practice guiding a table group dialogue during team meetings when
small groups evaluate the talks. They also can gain a wealth of insight from a well-planned
team discussion on how to be effective Table Leaders. 

Experienced team members can share their secrets to fostering in-depth sharing—how to
draw out contributions from quiet youth and how to deal with persons who tend to dominate
discussions. Youth can share their experience of what helps and what hinders—a perspective
that adults especially need to hear.
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